
The mythial balane, or When Partile Swarm Optimisation doesnot exploitMaurie Cler2008-10-311 A ritual laimIn a lot of PSO papers, we an read a laim like �this algorithm ensures a good balane between explorationand exploitation�. Sometimes the authors use the words �diversi�ation� and �intensi�ation�, but the ideais the same. However a preise de�nition of �exploitation� is never given. To tell the truth, I have seen onesuh a de�nition, in a submitted paper, but it was meaningless, for it was not even sure that the so de�ned�exploitation area� ontains the best position found by now.So, in this paper, I suggest a rigorous and �reasonable� de�nition, and, aording to it, I show thatStandard PSO 2007 (SPSO07), available on the Partile Swarm Central [3℄, does not really exploit. Afterthat, of ourse, I also suggest variants that may improve it.2 De�ning exploitationRoughly speaking, exploitation means �searhing around a good position�. In PSO, good positions arealready de�ned: eah partile memorises the best position it has found. So, it seems natural to de�ne a loalexploitation area (LEA) around eah of these positions. Now, of ourse, we have to give a mathematialformulation of �around�.Let us onsider �rst a 1D searh spae [xmin, xmax], and the following points (p0, = xmin, p1, . . . , pN , pN+1 =
xmax), where (p1, ..., pN ) are the loal best positions found by the swarm. If S is the swarm size, we have
N ≤ S. We may have xmin = p1and/or pN = xmax,but it is not a problem. Now we need a parameter
ρ > 0, whih an be alled relative loal size, although its role is a bit more ompliated that this name ouldsuggest. Better to arefully examine the following formula. Indeed, we de�ne N loal exploitation areas by

ei = [pi − ρ(pi − pi−1), pi + ρ(pi+1 − pi)], i ∈ {1, · · ·N} (1)So, for eah pi, we have now an interval that ontains it. Note that, usually, piis not the entre of thisinterval. Note also that, as soon as ρ ≥ 0.5, the union of the loal searh areas is just one onneted domain(here an unique interval). More generally, when the dimension is D, the de�nition is straightforward. Eahloal best position is now a vetor pi = (pi,1, . . . , pi,D).On eah dimension d we de�ne the intervals
ei,d = [pi,d − ρ(pi,d − pi−1,d), pi,d + ρ(pi+1,d − pi,d)], i ∈ {1, · · ·N}, d ∈ {1, . . .D} (2)The loal exploitation areas around eah best position are now hyperparallelepids, de�ned by the Cartesianprodut

Ei = ei,1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ ei,D, i ∈ {1, · · ·N} (3)1



Figure 1: 2D example of Loal exploitation areas, with ρ = 1/3Here, if ρ > 0.5, all that an we say about the union of the Ei is that eah projetion on any dimensionis just one onneted domain. The �gure 1 shows an example for a two dimensional searh spae, and twoknown best positions.3 Cheking the exploitation rateAt eah iteration t, let SE(t) be the number of partiles that are inside a loal exploitation area. We ande�ne the exploitation rate by
r(t) =

SE(t)

S
(4)It is now easy to observe, from this point of view, the behaviour of an algorithm like SPSO07, i.e. theevolution of the exploitation rate, on some test funtions. On the �gure 2 one an see a typial example:there is no lear tendeny, exept maybe, and not surprisingly a very slight inrease when the swarm hasonverged. Also, and more important, the mean value is quikly dereasing when the dimension inreases,as we an better see on the �gure 3. In pratise, as soon as the dimension is greater than 6, there is noexploitation at all. And this is true no matter what the value of ρ. That is why the �good balane� oftenlaimed for PSO is just a myth (at least for SPSO07).
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Figure 2: Rosenbrok. Evolution of the exploitation rate for di�erent dimensions, for ρ = 0.5

Figure 3: Rosenbrok. Mean exploitation rate for di�erent dimensions, for ρ = 0.5
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4 Manipulating the exploitation rate4.1 Balaned PSOSo, it is tempting to slightly modify the algorithm, in order to ensure a better exploitation rate, and to de�nea �balaned� PSO, in whih it is kept more or less onstant, or, at least, signi�antly greater than zero forany dimension of the searh spae. The basi idea here is to �fore� some partiles to move to a given LEA. Itan be seen as a heap kind of loal searh. I tried a lot of ombinations indued by the following de�nitionsof the three �parameters�:- some partiles
• aording to a given probability α.- move to
• to the middle of the LEA
• at random (uniform distribution)
• at random (Gaussian distribution). Can be seen as a partial Bare Bones PSO [2℄- a given LEA
• the LEA of the partile
• the best LEA (i.e. around the global best position)More are obviously possible. A �rst interesting result is that the idea that a good balane always implies goodresults is simply wrong. However, and not surprisingly, it already appears that for eah problem (funtion),there is a set of these parameters that leads to improved results, sometimes even exellent. Nevertheless, thisis not that interesting, for there is no lear guidelines. So I was mainly looking for a ompromise. In orderto do that, I tried to automatially modify ρ during the proess, after eah iteration. The tested methods,ombined with the three above parameters, are summarised below. Eah time that a parameter ρ0is used,several values were tested.- Options for ρ

• onstant ρ0

• adaptive. After eah iteration t, the exploitation rate r(t) is alulated, and ρ is modi�ed aording toa formula (if r(t) inreases then ρ dereases, and vie versa). Several formulae were tested
• alternative {1/S, ρ0}

• random, uniform distribution in [0, ρ0]

• random, Gaussian distribution (1/S, ρ0)Finally, the following set of parameters seems to be always better than SPSO07, although it is ertainlypossible to �nd even better ones, for they are here purely empirial:4



• α = 0.5, i.e. about half of the partiles are fored to a LEA
• �move to� = at random (uniform distribution in the LEA)
• �a given LEA� = the best LEA
• alternative ρ value, hosen randomly in {1/S, ρ0}, with the same probability 0.5 for eah value, andwith ρ0 = 0.5. Note that in SPSO07 the swarm size S is automatially omputed as a funtion of thedimension D by S = 10 + 2

√
D.4.2 ComparisonsI do not give here all the results, just a small omparison between SPSO07 and the suggested Balaned PSO,with the above set of parameters. As we an see on the table 1, BPSO seems to be better than SPSO07 aslong as the suess rate is smaller than 100%. Even in that ase, it is not neessarily worse, and anyway veryslightly, with a mean number of evaluations just a bit higher. The three last funtions are oming from theCEC 2005 benhmark suite [1℄.5 More ommentsWith the suggested set of parameters, Balaned PSO atually performs a loal searh, inside in the bestloal exploitation area, by sampling at random about S/2 positions, aording to an uniform distribution.Without that, and as soon as dimension is high, the exploitation rate would be zero. On the ontrary, bydoing that, it is kept more or less onstant, about equal to 0.5. Suh a �fty-�fty experimental result isintuitively satisfying. The bad news is that this method needs a additional parameter, but as soon as thedimension is greater than one, its value ρ0 = 0.5 is also quite satisfying. This is the highest one for whihthe union of the loal exploitation areas has the two following properties:

• no overlapping
• its projetion on eah dimension is a simple unique intervalThere is probably a theoretial reason behind that. An interesting hallenge!Referenes[1℄ CEC. Congress on evolutionary omputation benhmarks,http://www3.ntu.edu.sg/home/epnsugan/.2005.[2℄ J. Kennedy. Bare Bones Partile Swarms. In IEEE Swarm Intelligene Symposium, pages 80�87, 2003.Fully informed PSO.[3℄ PSC. Partile Swarm Central, http://www.partileswarm.info.
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Table 1: On lassial test funtions, keeping more or less onstant the exploitation rate may improve theperformane. Mean results are over 100 runsSearh spae Aeptableerror Max. number of�tnessevaluations Standard PSO2007 BalanedPSOMean best valueSuess rateMean number of �tness evaluationsSphere (Parabola) [−100, 100]30 0.0001 6000 1.46 1.01Griewank [−100, 100]30 0.0001 9000 0.017 0.0176% 6%Rosenbrok [−10, 10]30 0.0001 40000 40.2 34.7Rastrigin [−10, 10]30 0.0001 40000 60.34 55.9Tripod [−100, 100]2 0.0001 10000 0.63 0.7840% 43%Akley [−32, 32]30 0.0001 40000 1.19 0.4826% 53%CEC 2005 F1(shifted Sphere) [−100, 100]30 0.000001 300000 0.0000009 0.0000009100% 100%14150 14502CEC 2005 F6(shiftedRosenbrok) [−100, 100]30 0.01 100000 0.0046 0.0053100% 100%4092 3924CEC 2005 F9(shifted Rastrigin) [−100, 100]30 0.01 300000 6.7 3.8
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